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Types of source texts and methods of their processing:

- Manuscripts
- Old prints
- Scan of manuscript or old print
- Manual transcription
- Tagger (text structure and foreign language tags)
- Scan + OCR
- Automatic conversion to TEI XML
- Automatic transcription for today's spelling (if necessary)
- Morphosyntactic tagging (partly manually partly automatic)
- Lemmatization
- Searching by new Poliqarp

Tools:

- Morphological analyser Morfeusz¹
- Tagger Polita²
- Poliqarp – new version.

Applications:

- The data of the resulting corpus is already used in the parallel task of compiling the Electronic dictionary of 17th and 18th century Polish (http://sxvii.pl).
- Our data will be later used to create the diachronic model of Polish inflection.
- KORBA will make a historical subcorpus of the National Corpus of Polish (http://nkjp.pl).

The current state of our project:

- over 300 texts,
- over 6,2 M tokens,
- all texts tagged structurally,
- in all the texts are marked all foreign tokens,
- ready morphosyntactic tag set.

The project website will be available soon at: http://e-korba.pl

---

¹ http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/index.html.en
² http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/PoliTa